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How To Set Up Your Etsy Shop 
to Maximize Your Profits 

by Nancy Alexander 
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SHOP NAME 

Which name do you like and want? 

What do the words look like typed together? 

 Is it easy to read as one word? 

 Is it easy to spell, or, easy to misspell? 

 Is the name 20 characters or less? 

PDFs are in the file section of the FB group 
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SHOP NAME 

 Is this name available in other social media? 

FACEBOOK  

TWITTER 

PINTEREST 

GOOGLE+ 

DONAIN REGISTRAR 
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USERNAME* 

Use capitals in shop name to distinguish words 

You’re allowed to change shop name only once 

You can NEVER change your username 

 For example:   
change ladybugwreaths to LadybugWreaths 

It is preferable to use your personal name here 
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CATEGORIES 

Choose the right category 

Experiment in categories to see which is best 

You will appear in more searches by choosing 
different categories 

 It is preferable to have a targeted keyword in  
your category 
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CATEGORIES 
Below is a screenshot of the category section 

Put products in the correct category 

Below is an example from my shop 
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ETSY ALGORITHM* 

ETSY ALGORITHM - DIFFERENT  
FROM OTHER SEARCH ENGINE ALGORITHMS.  

 
An algorithm is a process of set rules to be followed in 
calculations or other problem-solving operations, 
especially on your computer. 
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ETSY ALGORITHM* 
RELEVANCY vs RECENCY 

  

ETSY algorithm is different other search 
engine algorithms  

Different rules apply to different search 
engines 

Parts of your shop will help relevancy, 
pushing you up in the search finding more 
than any other parts. 
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ETSY ALGORITHM* 

WHAT GOES INTO AN ALGORITHM? 

  

Hundreds of pieces of information go into  
its creation 

You need to start with optimizing for Etsy,  

Keep Google in mind with optimization also 
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ETSY ALGORITHM* 
STATISTICS SHOW 

 
 That renewing a product helps you move up in 

search – people have done it often (cost .20) 

 

 But it is still different for every item & depends on 
your current situation. Keep Google in mind with 
optimization also 
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ETSY ALGORITHM* 
RELEVANCY vs RECENCY  

 
• An ETSY algorithm is different from all other search  

engine algorithms  
• But, every item is different – it also depends on your current 

position in search. 
• Changing one factor (renewing) that affects your shop SEO  

will not help if you don’t pay attention to other variables. 
 

So, it still remains…  TRIAL & ERROR 
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KEYWORD RESEARCH 

Think like a buyer 

Use the ETSY search bar drop down menu 

 Investigate similar shops 
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METHODS 
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KEYWORD RESEARCH 
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See how many 
products turn 
up in certain 

keyword 
searches 

 
Investigate 

Similar Shops 

Etsy Search Bar Dropdown Menu 
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KEYWORD RESEARCH 

Change the order of your keywords in titles 

Don’t use the same title for every product 

You don’t want them all the same or you 
will not have the chance to be found in 
different searches 
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KEYWORD RESEARCH* 

 Why use long tail keywords 
 They often convert better because they catch people  

later in the buying phase 
 A person searching for “wreaths” is probably browsing,  

and not ready to buy. On the other hand, someone searching 
for “large tulip wreaths” is getting closer to buying. 

 Examples of long tail keywords:   
• “pink outdoor wreath 
• “orange pink wreath” 
• “pink tulip wreath” 

 Notice:  there are no commas between these  
“long tail keywords”. 
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METHODS 
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KEYWORD RESEARCH* 

 Choose only one targeted keyword phrase you want 
to rank for;  It is not helpful to try to be relevant in 
several topics 

 Avoid “cutesy” names in titles, save this for your  
description 

 For example:  “Gorgeous Sunrise wreath” is a BAD 
TITLE… and the example below is a BAD TITLE! 
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SINGULAR KEYWORDS ARE LEAST HELPFUL 
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KEYWORD RESEARCH* 

 Your aim is not to accumulate the most views 
 Your aim is to attract the right views of people who 

are interested in your specific product. 
 The first 6 words are the most important  

(not 3) in your title – (this is a recent discovery) 
 Long tail keywords are less competitive 
 If you try to rank or be relevant in a few topics, you 

will probably not rank for any of them. 
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SINGULAR KEYWORDS ARE LEAST HELPFUL 
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KEYWORD RESEARCH 
RELEVANT KEYWORDS  

(Targeted Keyword Search Sites) 
 
https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner 

http://backlinko.com/google-keyword-planner 

http://tools.seochat.com/tools/suggest-tool/ 

http://www.internetmarketingninjas.com/search/ 

http://keywordtool.io/ 

http://ubersuggest.org/ 

http://www.semrush.com/ 

http://www.keyworddiscovery.com 
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KEYWORD RESEARCH 

Use shop stats to find keywords 
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USE SHOP STATS TO FIND KEYWORDS 
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CHECK KEYWORDS TO SEE HOW MANY*  
PRODUCTS YOU WILL BE COMPETING WITH 
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ETSY ALGORITHM* 

 
Titles , tags and materials are factors  

that account for about 50% of how  

you do in the Etsy search algorithm. 
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ETSY ALGORITHM 
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TOOLS4ETSY 
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ETSY ALGORITHM 
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TOOLS4ETSY 
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ETSY ALGORITHM TOOLS4ETSY 
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ETSY ALGORITHM 
 
Sometimes improvements to your shop or business 
strategies don’t bring instant success.   

 

You will eventually reap the rewards of working on 
social media, working on photos, shipping costs, 
getting feedback, your banner, etc… 
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HOMEWORK 
1. Do a screenshot of your Etsy shop stats page:  follow 

instructions in Nancy’s video posted in the FB group.  

2. Determine if you need to change your shop name in any 
way.   

3. For example:   
change ladybugwreaths to LadybugWreaths 

4. Go to FB group to discuss if you need to change your 
name. 

5. Search keywords using some of the methods suggested. 
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HOMEWORK 
1. Start a list helping you with descriptions, titles, & shop 

sections 
2. If you have any listings on Etsy right now, go here: 

http://www.tools4etsy.com and enter your shop name 
and targeted title words.  Use the “am I relevant” tool to 
see what page your product is listed on. 

3. Go to the Etsy search bar and experiment by typing in 
targeted keyword phrases (making sure they are under 
20 characters long) 

4. See how many products come up in each search.  This 
will help you develop a strategy for what types of 
keywords to try to rank for on Etsy search. 
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Sans Country Treasures  (started shop 4-16-15) 

CRITIQUES* 
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Sans Country Treasures  (started shop 4-16-15) 
CRITIQUES 
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Sans Country Treasures  (started shop 4-16-15) 
CRITIQUES 

Photos need work.  
Taken from odd angles, 
and need cropping with 
editing tools. 
 
Reflections & shadows 
can be solved with 
better lighting. 
 
Find a better place to 
take photos. 
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